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DEDICATION of
THE BIRD-WATCHER’S DIARY ENTRIES:
Illustrated Chapbook
For Barbara & Rudy Holthuis
with love and thankfulness
~ jb
I dedicate this book to my dear daughter Jane, a woman I
admire. Her hard work, writing expertise, and daily
dedication to Christ inspire me to keep learning and
growing. I also dedicate this book to my aunt and uncle,
Alfred and Donna Taylor, a wonderful pair of “birders.”
Uncle Alfred drew beautiful birds, knew their calls and
habits, and recorded the birds he and Aunt Donna sighted.
Uncle Alfred has gone on to Heaven now, but Aunt Donna
remains my faithful pen pal. We continue to share our
thoughts on birds and many other things.
~ bh
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THE BIRD-WATCHER REMEMBERS
STUDYING THE RED-TAILED HAWK
FOR THE FIRST TIME
1983 – Martinez Elementary School, Martinez, CA
I don’t recall why I thought red-tailed hawks
were so beautiful, majestic, and proud.
Where had I seen them or heard them before?
Maybe soaring on sunlight through a cloud
or standing tall on a telephone pole.
Maybe my father told me I could look
for them in the sky. Maybe I saw one
in a photograph, a film, an old book.
But I see one now in free flight over
a placid lake, dipping her wing-tips in,
sweeping past her reflection toward the trees,
to a man who seizes her in the glen.
He ties leather straps on her taloned feet;
head hooded in darkness, he feeds her the meat.
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THE BIRD-WATCHER REMEMBERS
WETLANDS BIRDS:
1992-1996 - HWY 37, Sonoma State University to
Vallejo, California
It can seem like a long drive between towns,
between Sonoma State and Vallejo,
with the sun low over wetland marshes
and the migrating waterfowl moving slow.
The snowy egret is a high stepper
in the shallow water, but a young prince;
great, blue herons are steady in the marsh,
but sea-gulls swoop and dive as they have since
they left the ocean for the fresh-water.
The spotted sandpiper busies herself
with poking her beak into the rich mud
while the swift red-tailed hawk busies himself
with patient circling in the pure blue sky
’til, prey sighted, he dives down from on high.
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THE BIRD-WATCHER REMEMBERS
BIRDS IN THE VALLEJO HERITAGE DISTRICT:
March 1997 – Vallejo, California
After I flew away from Oahu,
and returned to my California shore,
I realized the shama thrush does not sing
in my home city, much less at my door.
The call of that Malaysian bird was gone,
and I missed it in the early morning.
But there were other bird-songs I heard
as I went round my city block, walking.
The woodpecker with his hammering beak,
a carpenter-bird at work! The blue-jay
making raucous calls to his female friends,
an iridescent hummingbird at play
in massive, pink magnolia flowers
sometimes for minutes, but never for hours.
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THE BIRD-WATCHER READS LAUSTIC,
A MEDIEVAL ROMANCE BY MARIE DE FRANCE:
Fall 1993-Spring 2009 – Sonoma State University,
UC Davis, and Wheaton College
I read a romance by Marie de France
of two bird-watchers in love, faces pale.
At night, they left beds for open windows
and stood listening to the nightingale.
The knight loved the lady in her tower,
a girl like a red rose in May, but she
was married to a tyrant who held her
as a captive under his lock and key.
One night when she would not come to his bed,
her husband limed the traps for her song-bird.
He broke the nightingale’s neck, his body
he threw at his wife, as we have since heard.
The woman wrapped the bird in fine samite,
then, songless and sad, sent him to her knight.
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THE BIRD-WATCHER REMEMBERS
COCKATIELS:
2001-2002 - Davis, California
My filipina friend Angelica
had two cockatiels when she lived with me.
Pearl and Rico were their dinero-names –
yes, they had rich, jeweled names like money.
You know how cockatiels are: orange cheeks,
yellow crowns, gray wings, and more flirtatious
than robins in spring! But Pearl and Rico,
for all their efforts, lay no eggs for us.
Bird-poop and feathers all over the cage,
bird-feed spilled out on the carpet each day,
newspaper torn up, water turned over,
but no matter the mess, Pearl could not lay.
Until two years later, in a good spring,
those lover-birds saw their orange-cheeked offspring.
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THE BIRD-WATCHER REMEMBERS
ANOTHER PARROT
Spring, 2003 – Davis, California
I had a friend, a woman with white hair,
who had a jungle tree in her backyard.
So tall, it almost touched the sunny sky,
that tree was the second home of a bard.
Yes, she had a giant, green parrot who
she let out of his steel cage everyday,
and he squawked and talked in that jungle tree –
loquacious, happy, Shakespeare in a way.
At night, when she called him, he would come down
to close his wrinkled eyes inside his cage,
but the door was always open for him,
that parrot-philosopher, swift and sage.
I admired my white-haired friend, so wise:
she gave freedom and earned trust – no surprise.
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THE BIRD-WATCHER REMEMBERS
WATCHING HER MOTHER WATCH
A HUMMINGBIRD:
Spring, 2006? - Benicia, California
My mother and her husband are gardeners.
They love planting seeds and watching them grow.
They dig in the dirt, they water and dung,
they prune, and they pray for the snails to go.
When all the flowers bloom in their backyard,
they are beautiful to see, and fragrant,
under the shade of the raywood ash tree
and the flowering pear that China sent.
But none of them could be more beautiful
than my mother standing by her window,
looking at the shiny green hummingbird
sipping nectar, flitting about, aglow!
Lavender wisteria from above
overflows the trellis-hedge like God’s love.
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BIRD-WATCHER’S DIARY ENTRY
ON TWO SWANS
6 May 2009 – Western Michigan University, Kzoo, MI
I went for a walk by the pond at night
and I saw the swans, two noble swans, she
sitting in her spreading nest of dry reeds,
he swimming through the still waters calmly.
A fountain illuminated by light
was splashing in the center of the pond,
beautiful in the darkness and quite bright,
which made me wonder, as I wandered on
if the swans were irritated at night
since even if they closed their eyes, they could
not truly sleep, deep, all their dreams full
of light, and I wasn’t sure that was good.
Very late last night, those swans were awake,
made visible by a light in their lake.
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BIRD-WATCHER’S DIARY ENTRY ON ROBINS:
24 April 2009 – Wheaton, Illinois
Two robins are flirting in the low grass.
Their wings flutter around one another
as I glance to my left, their right, and see
red-breasts and grey wings coming together.
They stop when they sense I have slowed my walk.
Inches apart, heads cocked, yellow beaks closed,
their playfulness turns to stillness, and I
wonder if they are wary by the road.
I wonder if they are embarrassed, but
robins are not usually so shy.
Then I notice my little dachshund here;
perhaps they are still because she is by.
The dog does not bark; the birds do not sing.
I walk on, aware of tension in spring.
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THE BIRD-WATCHER HAS A DREAM
ABOUT PAPER CRANES
27 May 2009 – Wheaton, Illinois
I fell asleep and dreamed of a sapling
with leaves here and there, not everywhere,
and each leaf I was coloring orange –
each bright and shining when I held it near!
Then there was white paper that I folded
carefully into origami birds,
and I set them in the young tree-branches –
bright as moonlight, more beautiful than words.
I felt another presence with me in
my dream, and when I woke, I remembered
my mother sketching the form of white cranes –
still in flight, penciled in sunlight, unblurred.
She adds the name in calligraphic script
of the paper birds who came while I slept.
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ABOUT THE POET
Dr. Jane Beal was born and raised in
Northern California. She received her BA (Sonoma
State U), MA (Sonoma State U), and PhD (UC
Davis) in English literature with specializations in
medieval literature, classical mythology, and the
literature of the Bible. She has worked as a
carpenter’s assistant, optician, and doula as well as
professor and poet. From 2004-2009, she taught in
the English Department at Wheaton College. Now
she works as a full-time writer.
Jane is the author of various other poetry
collections, including Sanctuary, Made in the
Image, Magical Poems for Girls, Tidepools, LoveSong, Birth-Song, and The Bird-Watcher’s Diary
Entries as well as the book Eight Stories from
Undiscovered Countries. She recently released
“Songs from the Secret Life,” a CD of her poems
read aloud.
To learn more about Jane and her poetry,
visit her homepage: sanctuarypoet.net.
* Learn more about bird-watching at
birdwatchersdiary.wordpress.com *
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ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Barbara Holthuis was born and raised in Oregon.
After first studying at San José Christian College and
Diablo Valley College, she later received her BA in Liberal
Studies from CSU Hayward and her teaching credential
from Chapman University. For many years, she has
instructed elementary and junior high students in both
public and private Christian schools. She has also worked
as a professional calligrapher.
Barbara is the mother of six children and four
grandchildren (so far!). She lives in Benicia, California
with her husband, Rudy, where they enjoy gardening and
bird-watching together.
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